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Geographically limited dispersal can shape genetic population structure and result in a correlation between genetic and geographic distance, commonly called isolation-by-distance.
Despite the prevalence of isolation-by-distance in nature, to date few studies have empirically demonstrated the processes that generate this pattern, largely because few populations have direct measures of individual dispersal and pedigree information. Intensive, longterm demographic studies and exhaustive genomic surveys in the Florida Scrub-Jay (Aphelocoma coerulescens) provide an excellent opportunity to investigate the influence of dispersal on genetic structure. Here, we used a panel of genome-wide SNPs and extensive
pedigree information to explore the role of limited dispersal in shaping patterns of isolationby-distance in both sexes, and at an exceedingly fine spatial scale (within ~10 km). Isolation-by-distance patterns were stronger in male-male and male-female comparisons than in
female-female comparisons, consistent with observed differences in dispersal propensity
between the sexes. Using the pedigree, we demonstrated how various genealogical relationships contribute to fine-scale isolation-by-distance. Simulations using field-observed distributions of male and female natal dispersal distances showed good agreement with the
distribution of geographic distances between breeding individuals of different pedigree
relationship classes. Furthermore, we built coalescent simulations parameterized by the
observed dispersal curve, population density, and immigration rate, and showed how incorporating these extensions to Malécot’s theory of isolation-by-distance allows us to accurately reconstruct observed sex-specific isolation-by-distance patterns in autosomal and Zlinked SNPs. Therefore, patterns of fine-scale isolation-by-distance in the Florida Scrub-Jay
can be well understood as a result of limited dispersal over contemporary timescales.
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Author summary
Dispersal is a fundamental component of the life history of most organisms and therefore
influences many biological processes. Dispersal is particularly important in creating
genetic structure on the landscape. We often observe a pattern of decreased genetic relatedness between individuals as geographic distances increases, or isolation-by-distance.
This pattern is particularly pronounced in organisms with extremely short dispersal distances. Despite the ubiquity of isolation-by-distance patterns in nature, there are few
examples that explicitly demonstrate how limited dispersal influences spatial genetic
structure. Here we investigate the processes that result in spatial genetic structure using
the Florida Scrub-Jay, a bird with extremely limited dispersal behavior and extensive
genome-wide data. We take advantage of the long-term monitoring of a contiguous population of Florida Scrub-Jays, which has resulted in a detailed pedigree and measurements
of dispersal for hundreds of individuals. We show how limited dispersal results in close
genealogical relatives living closer together geographically, which generates a strong pattern of isolation-by-distance at an extremely small spatial scale (<10 km) in just a few generations. Given the detailed dispersal, pedigree, and genomic data, we can achieve a fairly
complete understanding of how dispersal shapes patterns of genetic diversity over short
spatial scales.

Introduction
The movement of individuals over the landscape (dispersal) influences biological processes
and diversity at many levels [1], ranging from interactions between individuals to the persistence of populations or species over time [2–4]. Limited dispersal is also central to generating
and maintaining spatial genetic structure within species. In particular, geographically-limited
dispersal can result in isolation-by-distance, a pattern of increased genetic differentiation [5, 6]
or, conversely, decreased genetic relatedness [7–9] between individuals as geographic distance
increases. This pattern results because genetic drift can act to differentiate allele frequencies
faster than dispersal can homogenize them among geographically distant populations. The theory of isolation-by-distance was first developed by Wright [5, 6] and Malécot [7], and many
additional models show the relationship between genetic differentiation and geographic distance [10–13]. This correlation is observed in many empirical systems, consistent with isolation-by-distance being an important process in structuring genetic diversity [14, 15].
Despite the fact that correlations between genetic differentiation and geographic distance
are common across many types of organisms, to date, there are few existing empirical demonstrations of how contemporary patterns of dispersal generate spatial patterns of genetic variation and contribute to observed patterns of isolation-by-distance. This is, in part, because
dispersal is hard to estimate empirically, as it requires monitoring many individuals over long
periods of time across the full range of potential dispersal distances [16]. In addition, the effective population density of reproducing individuals must be known in order to parameterize
genetic drift in models of isolation-by-distance. Therefore, in practice it is hard to know
whether the observation of isolation-by-distance is truly consistent with contemporary patterns of dispersal. Indeed, many studies use genetic isolation-by-distance patterns to infer dispersal distances, as a substitute for the more difficult exercise of measuring dispersal directly in
the field [17–21]. A second issue is that in many studied systems, populations are compared
over larger spatial scales, so the pattern of isolation-by-distance reflects the dynamics of genetic
drift and dispersal over tens of thousands of generations. These empirical patterns may often
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be affected by large-scale population movements (e.g., expansions from glacial refugia [22, 23])
that may not reflect the equilibrium outcome of individual dispersal and genetic drift. While
studies have reported fine-scale population structure [24–30], detailed pedigree information is
usually not available in these studies, making it difficult to demonstrate what mechanisms create these patterns.
Patterns of isolation-by-distance can reflect underlying biological processes. Since the early
development of isolation-by-distance theory, differences in mating systems and dispersal propensity have both been known to generate differences in isolation-by-distance patterns [5]. In
many organisms, dispersal often differs between the sexes: males tend to disperse farther in
mammals (male-biased dispersal), but females tend to disperse farther in birds (female-biased
dispersal) [31, 32]. When dispersal patterns differ between the sexes, the less dispersive sex
tends to have stronger overall genetic structure than the more dispersive sex [26, 33, 34]. Similarly, sex-biased dispersal is expected to result in different levels of genetic structure in markers
with different inheritance patterns. For example, in a system where females are both the heterogametic sex (e.g., in birds, females are ZW and males are ZZ) and more dispersive, autosomes may exhibit higher genetic differentiation than maternally inherited markers (e.g.,
mitochondrial DNA), but lower genetic differentiation than the Z chromosome [20, 35, 36].
Here we examine the causes of fine-scale isolation-by-distance in a non-migratory bird, the
Florida Scrub-Jay (Aphelocoma coerulescens), based on a long-term population study that has
yielded high-quality genetic and pedigree information for many individuals, as well as particularly detailed information on individual dispersal distances. Florida Scrub-Jays have limited,
female-biased natal dispersal, and individuals essentially never move once established as a breeding adult [37, 38]. A population of Florida Scrub-Jays at Archbold Biological Station in central
Florida has been the focus of intense monitoring since 1969, resulting in observed natal dispersal
distances for hundreds of individuals and an extensive pedigree [37, 39, 40]. Moreover, nearly all
nestlings and breeders present in the population during the past two decades were genotyped/
assayed at genome-wide single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in a recent study [41]. These
long-term dispersal, pedigree, and genomic data make the Florida Scrub-Jay an unusually tractable study system in which to explore how dispersal influences patterns of isolation-by-distance.
Previous work on Florida Scrub-Jays using microsatellite markers has shown isolation-bydistance across multiple populations [3]. Here, we present evidence for fine-scale isolation-bydistance within a single contiguous population of Florida Scrub-Jays, and combine genomic,
pedigree, and dispersal information to reveal how patterns of isolation-by-distance are created
in nature. We find more isolation-by-distance in males than in females, corresponding to predicted differences resulting from female-biased dispersal patterns. We break down our data
into pedigree relationships to demonstrate that isolation-by-distance is a consequence of close
relatives living geographically close together. We perform simulations that successfully reconstruct the empirical distances between individuals of different kinship classes using only the
dispersal curves. Finally, we use extensive coalescent simulations parameterized by the dispersal curve, population density, and immigration rate to yield an excellent fit to observed isolation-by-distance patterns for autosomal and Z-linked markers.

Results/Discussion
Limited dispersal results in isolation-by-distance at small spatial scales
We documented natal dispersal distances for 382 male and 290 female Florida Scrub-Jays that
were born and established as breeders within the population at Archbold Biological Station
between 1990–2013. Dispersal curves for both males and females were strongly leptokurtic,
consistent with previous studies (Fig 1A; [3, 39]). Here we considered only dispersal within the
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Fig 1. Dispersal curves and isolation-by-distance patterns in the Florida Scrub-Jay. (A) Natal dispersal distances for Florida Scrub-Jays born and
breeding within Archbold Biological Station (1990–2013, n = 672) are significantly shorter in males (blue bars; median ± SE = 488 ± 43 m) than in females
(salmon bars; 1,149 ± 108 m; Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 2.2 x 10−16). Median values are shown with arrows at top of plot. Florida Scrub-Jay drawing by
JWF. (B) Map of breeding territories (gray polygons) for a representative year (2008) within Archbold with individual breeders colored by PC1 values
shows isolation-by-distance from north to south. (C) Isolation-by-distance patterns in autosomal SNPs shown with standard error bars. The decline in
identity-by-descent with geographic distance is stronger in male-male (blue) and male-female (purple) pairwise comparisons than in female-female
comparisons (salmon). δ values, the distance where identity-by-descent drops halfway to the mean (see text for details), are shown as dashes on the xaxis.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1006911.g001

Archbold population; therefore, our dispersal curves do not capture any long-distance dispersal events, which occur rarely [3]. Females disperse significantly farther than males, with a
median ± SE distance of 1,149 ± 108 m and 488 ± 43 m, respectively (Wilcoxon rank sum test,
p < 2.2 x 10−16). Florida Scrub-Jays disperse extremely short distances compared with other
bird species [39, 42]. The shorter dispersal distances in males compared with females may be
due in part to differences in territory acquisition between the sexes. Florida Scrub-Jay males
are able to acquire breeding territories through budding from the parental territory or inheritance of the parental territory [37], while territory budding and inheritance is extremely rare
in females [39].
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To explore the genetic implications of this limited, sex-biased dispersal, we genotyped all
breeding adults in the Archbold population in 2003, 2008, and 2013 (n = 513) at 7,843 autosomal SNPs and 277 Z-linked SNPs [41]. We conducted principal component analysis
(PCA) separately for all breeding adults, male breeders, and female breeders to visually summarize patterns of autosomal genetic variation within the population. We see genetic differentiation along the north/south axis of Archbold in the first two PC axes when we map
breeders to their breeding territories (Fig 1B, S1 Fig). Indeed, the top two principal components (PC1 and PC2, 14.6% and 13.1% of the variation, respectively) are significantly correlated with north-south position under the Universal Transverse Mercator coordinate system
(henceforth “UTM northing”; S1 Table). We found significant correlations with UTM northing for both PC1 and PC2 in males, but only PC1 is significantly correlated with UTM northing in females (S2 Fig, S1 Table). Correlation coefficients for PC1 with UTM northing are
higher in males than in females (S1 Table). This fine-scale spatial structure is likely a direct
result of the unusually limited natal dispersal and female-biased dispersal of these birds (Fig
1A; overall median ± SE = 647 ± 57 m).
To test for isolation-by-distance, we quantified autosomal genetic relatedness between
all possible pairs of individuals in the dataset as the estimated proportion of the genome
shared identical-by-descent. Under a model of isolation-by-distance, the proportion of the
genome shared identical-by-descent should decrease as the distance between individuals in
a pair increases. Plotting genetic relatedness against geographic distance for all unique pairs
across all years, we found a clear pattern of isolation-by-distance (Fig 1C) at a fine spatial
scale (Archbold is ~10 km from north to south; Fig 1B). We used Mantel correlograms to
compare pairwise geographic and genetic distances (identity-by-descent) within distinct
distance class bins across all pairwise comparisons, all male-male pairs, and all femalefemale pairs. Mantel correlograms are useful for testing spatial genetic structure when
the relationship between geographic and genetic distance is exponential-like rather than linear [43, 44]. We found significant correlations at more distance classes in all breeders and
male-male pairs than in female-female pairs (S2 Table), which indicates stronger patterns of
isolation-by-distance in males than in females, consistent with the observed female-biased
dispersal.
To measure the strength of isolation-by-distance in different subsets of the data, we fitted
loess curves and used them to estimate the distance (δ) where the proportion of the genome
shared identical-by-descent drops halfway to the mean from its maximum value. A lower δ
indicates a more rapid decay of genetic relatedness by geographic distance, i.e., more isolationby-distance. We bootstrapped pairs of individuals to obtain 95% confidence intervals (CI) to
assess significance and found stronger isolation-by-distance patterns in male-male (δ = 620 m,
95% CI = [604, 631]) and male-female comparisons (δ = 645 m, [622, 665]) than in femalefemale comparisons (δ = 903 m, [741, 1261]; Fig 1C), which is consistent with the strongly
female-biased dispersal observed in this system.
Because of the detailed pedigree information available for the Florida Scrub-Jay population
within Archbold, we have a rare opportunity to decompose the isolation-by-distance patterns
found in this population by familial relationship. The Florida Scrub-Jay pedigree from our
study population consists of 12,738 unique individuals over 14 generations and is largely complete (see S3 Table for a summary of the pedigree); here we identify relationships up to fourth
cousins. For each pair of individuals in our dataset, we extracted their closest genealogical relationship from the pedigree (e.g., 1,532 of 130,618 pairs have a relationship closer than first
cousins; S3 Table) and calculated the pedigree-based coefficient of relationship (r). We plotted
identity-by-descent for pairs of individuals against the geographic distance between those individuals, coloring points by their pedigree relationship (Fig 2). These plots clearly illustrate how
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isolation-by-distance results, in part, from closely related individuals, such as parent-offspring
and full-siblings, remaining physically close together as breeders within neighborhoods of
contiguous territories (Fig 2). The stronger signal of isolation-by-distance in male-male comparisons (Fig 2A) seems to be driven by the particularly short geographic distances between
individuals in the highest pedigree relatedness classes (e.g., parent-offspring, full-siblings,
grandparent-grandchild, half-siblings, and aunt/uncle-nibling [“nibling” is a gender-neutral
term for niece and nephew]).
Another way of visualizing how dispersal generates the observed pattern of isolation-by-distance is to plot the distribution of geographic distances separating pairs of individuals with different pedigree relationships (Fig 3A). Close relatives tend to be located closer geographically:
for example, the distance between full-siblings is significantly less than the distance between
pairs with r = 0.25 (half-siblings, grandparent-grandchildren, and aunt/uncle-niblings; Wilcoxon rank sum test, p = 0.01). More generally, if we compare a given pedigree relationship
class (r) with the pedigree relationship class that is half as related (0.5r), we find shorter distances in the more related pairs for all sequential comparisons out to third cousins (comparing
pairs with r to 0.5r, Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 0.003 for all except for the comparison
between r = 0.0625 and r = 0.03125; S4 Table). Geographic distances between two males with a
close, known pedigree relationship are shorter than in either female-female or male-female
comparisons (Fig 3A, S5 Table), and this pattern holds generally in comparisons up to second
cousins.
We can further assess the contribution of various relationship types by sequentially removing pedigree relationship classes and observing the resulting isolation-by-distance curves (Fig
3B). As expected, the relationship between identity-by-descent and geographic distance flattens and the strength of isolation-by-distance (measured by δ) decreases as closely related
pairs are removed (Fig 3B, S6 Table). For example, removing pairs with r 0.5 (parent-offspring and full-siblings) and r 0.25 (parent-offspring, full-siblings, half-siblings, grandparents, and aunt/uncle-nibling) caused significant increases in δ (Fig 3B, S6 Table). However,
even after removing all pairs with r 0.0625, we still see a significant pattern of isolation-bydistance (S6 Table). Therefore, isolation-by-distance is not driven only by highly related individuals. Instead, it appears that highly related individuals (r 0.25) play a primary role in
determining the strength of the observed isolation-by-distance patterns (measured by δ), but
isolation-by-distance still exists even when these individuals are removed from the dataset.
The pattern of isolation-by-distance in more distantly related pairs suggests that isolation-bydistance is generated from dispersal events over many generations even at this small spatial
scale, and is not simply a result of dispersal events over only one or two generations.

Isolation-by-distance patterns are also present in Z-linked SNPs
Patterns of genetic diversity on the Z chromosome are expected to differ from those on the
autosomes because of the difference in inheritance patterns and sex-specific dispersal behavior
[45]. In birds, males are the homogametic sex (ZZ), while females are heterogametic (ZW).
Thus, the Z chromosome spends two-thirds of its evolutionary history in males. In addition,
the Z chromosome has a smaller effective population size compared with the autosomes [46].
These facts lead to two predictions: (1) Owing to the reduced effective population size of the Z
chromosome, we expect to see higher identity-by-descent on the Z compared to the autosomes. (2) Because females disperse much farther than males in this system, we expect to find
more isolation-by-distance in Z-linked SNPs than in autosomal SNPs [36, 45].
We separately assessed patterns of isolation-by-distance in 277 Z-linked SNPs. PCA results
for Z-linked markers are similar to those observed in autosomes. We found significant
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Fig 2. Isolation-by-distance patterns in Florida Scrub-Jays can be deconstructed by pedigree relatedness. Identity-by-descent in
autosomal SNPs versus distance for all possible (A) male-male, (B) male-female, and (C) female-female comparisons is, in part, generated by
highly related individuals remaining physically close together. Loess curves are shown in each panel. Isolation-by-distance patterns are
significantly stronger in (A) male-male and (B) male-female comparisons than in (C) female-female comparisons. Points are colored by specific
pedigree relationship or, for more distant relationships, grouped into a single coefficient of relationship (r) class. Gray points indicate no known
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pedigree relationship. Pedigree relationship abbreviations: PO = parent-offspring, FS = full-siblings, G1 = grandparent-grandchild, HS = halfsiblings, N1 = aunt/uncle-nibling, C1 = first cousins, DC1 = double first cousins. (“Nibling” is a gender-neutral term for niece and nephew.)
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1006911.g002

correlations for PC1 and PC2 with UTM northing, though correlations between PC2 and
UTM northing were significant only for all breeders and male only comparisons (S3 Fig, S1
Table). To fairly compare autosomes and Z chromosomes, which differ in the number of SNPs
present, we used unbiased estimates of identity-by-descent for Z-linked and autosomal SNP
comparisons. These unbiased estimates do not undergo the final transformation step involved
in the estimates of identity-by-descent used previously, and therefore are not bounded by 0
and 1 (see S1 Text for more details). Though these unbiased, unbounded estimates can take
negative values, they make comparisons between the autosome and Z datasets more straightforward. Bounding identity-by-descent estimates by 0 and 1 for the Z chromosome would generate upwardly biased estimates. Note that the autosomal identity-by-descent estimates are
based on a larger set of SNPs and so values are similar between the bounded estimates and
unbiased estimates. Therefore the bias is minimal and not a problem for the previous autosomal analyses.
Similar to autosomal SNPs, isolation-by-distance patterns in Z-linked SNPs are stronger in
male-male comparisons (δ = 615 m, [592, 639]) than in either female-female (δ = 979 m, [673,
2048]) or male-female comparisons (δ = 637 m, [601, 674]; S4 Fig). Mean identity-by-descent
is higher for the Z chromosome (0.014, [0.013, 0.015]) compared with the autosomes (0.0027,
[0.0024, 0.0030]; Fig 4). This pattern is due to both the smaller effective population size of the
Z chromosome (S5A Fig) as well as higher identity-by-descent for the Z chromosome among
immigrants (S5B and S6 Figs, S2 Text). Our simulations, discussed below, show that this latter
factor (higher identity-by-descent among immigrants on the Z) is the major determinant of
the differences between the Z and autosomes (S6 Fig, S2 Text). If we momentarily ignore the
influence of immigrant identity-by-descent on differences between the Z and autosomes, we
show that the observed female-biased dispersal in our system should indeed lead to a larger
drop in identity-by-descent with geographic distance for Z-linked markers compared to autosomal markers (S7 Fig, S2 Text). However, in our empirical data, we do not find evidence for
more isolation-by-distance on the Z chromosome: δ for Z-linked SNPs (647 m, [620, 677]) is
not significantly different from δ for autosomal SNPs (621 m, [608, 633]; Fig 4). It is possible
that we lack the power to estimate identity-by-descent on the Z chromosome accurately, given
the small number of Z-linked SNPs available (277), which leads to more noise and uncertainty
in the estimates of identity-by-descent on the Z chromosome and therefore a high variance in
δ. This is consistent with the larger standard errors for the Z (Fig 4) and the larger confidence
interval for δ. Future work will increase marker density on the Z to increase resolution and
will incorporate maternally-inherited markers like the W and mitochondria to provide additional insights into the consequences of sex-biased dispersal on markers with different inheritance modes.

Simulations can reconstruct observed geographic structure
To test our understanding of the population mechanisms leading to fine-scale isolation-by-distance, we used simulations to explore whether observed patterns could be predicted strictly by
dispersal curves and other population parameters. We first conducted simulations of local dispersal in a contiguous population to determine how well the observed distribution of geographic distances between individuals of known pedigree relationships was predicted by the
observed natal dispersal curves. Assuming that the dispersal curves are constant and that dispersal distance has negligible heritability, we simulated the distance between individuals of a
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Fig 3. Distances between Florida Scrub-Jay individuals of close pedigree relatedness explains, in part, the observed
isolation-by-distance patterns. (A) Distances between all possible male-male (blue), male-female (purple), and female-female
(salmon) comparisons separated by pedigree relationship. Significant differences using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test are indicated
with two asterisks when all three comparisons were significantly different (MM-FF, MM-MF, MF-FF) and a single asterisk when only
MM-FF and MM-MF comparisons were significantly different. The distance between parent-offspring pairs is significantly shorter than
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the distance between full-siblings (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p = 5.20 x 10−9) and the distance between full-siblings is significantly shorter
than the distance between pairs with r = 0.25 (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p = 0.01). (B) Loess curves of identity-by-descent in autosomal
SNPs versus distance for all possible unique pairwise comparisons with separate lines showing sequential removal of pedigree
relationship classes. The strength of isolation-by-distance decreases as highly related pairs are removed. δ values, the distance where
identity-by-descent drops halfway to the mean (see text for details), are shown as dashes on the x-axis.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1006911.g003

known, close pedigree relationship using random draws from the sex-specific dispersal curves.
For example, for two female first cousins, we first simulated the dispersal distances of the
parental siblings from the grandparental nest (randomly picking their sexes). We then simulated dispersal distances of the two female cousins from their respective parental nests and calculated the distance (d) between them (Fig 5A). We repeated this procedure 10,000 times to
obtain a distribution of d.
We found that the dispersal simulations generally nicely reconstruct the observed distribution of geographic distances between related individuals up to second cousins (Fig 6, S7 Table;
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test with Bonferroni correction, p > 0.004 for most pairs). For more
distantly related pairs, some of the simulations are significantly different from the observed
distances (Fig 6, S7 Table; Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test, p < 0.004 for male-female first cousins
and female-female second cousins). Notably, the observed distributions in male-male comparisons of closely related uncle-nephew pairs are significantly different from the simulated

Fig 4. Isolation-by-distance in autosomal and Z-linked SNPs. Unbiased identity-by-descent for
autosomal (black) and Z-linked (gray) SNPs versus geographic distance for all possible unique pairwise
comparisons showing higher mean identity-by-descent in Z-linked SNPs (0.014) than in autosomal SNPs
(0.0027). Here we use untransformed estimates of identity-by-descent to avoid biases introduced by the
different numbers of autosomal and Z-linked SNPs (see text for details). Identity-by-descent values are
binned across 10 distance quantiles and shown as mean ± SE. δ values, the distance where identity-bydescent drops halfway to the mean (see text for details), are shown as dashes on the x-axis.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1006911.g004
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Fig 5. Overview of dispersal and coalescent simulations of isolation-by-distance. (A) An example schematic of a dispersal
simulation for two female first cousins. Our simulations were over a two-dimensional space, but here we show dispersal on a onedimensional line for visualization purposes. For the dispersal simulations, we start with the most recent common ancestor for a pair of
individuals of known pedigree relationship and simulate dispersal events forward in time until the present. In this case, we start at the
grandparental nest, simulate dispersal distances (and angles) of the parents, and then dispersal of the two cousins. Light blue birds
are females and dark blue are males. Arrows indicate male (blue) and female (salmon) dispersal events drawn from the dispersal
curves. In most simulations, sexes of all ancestors are randomly determined. (B) The gametic kinship chain from Malécot’s theory of
isolation-by-distance. A locus from individual I born at location x and a locus from individual J born at location w in generation Fn are
identical-by-descent if both are descended from the same locus in their common ancestor in generation Fn-p. Under Malécot’s model,
genetic relatedness of individuals should decrease as the distance between them increases. Redrawn from [9]. (C) Illustration of two
possible outcomes in the coalescent simulations. In these simulations, we start with a pair of individuals of specified sex separated by
distance d1 and trace their ancestral lineages backwards in time until we either reach a common ancestor or one of the ancestors was
an immigrant. In each generation, the probability a given pair coalesces is sampled directly from the pedigree. M is the probability a
parental individual is an immigrant. Using empirical estimates of identity-by-descent between closely related pairs and immigrants,
we generated expected identity-by-descent values for each pair.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1006911.g005

distributions—we see more short distances between individuals in the observed data than
expected from the simulations (Fig 6, S7 Table).
The distance simulations described above randomized the sexes for all ancestral individuals
and therefore averaged across all possible lineages for a given pedigree relationship. However,
given the strongly sex-biased dispersal in the Florida Scrub-Jay, we expect the geographic distance between a given pair of individuals to also depend on the sexes of the ancestors. For
example, two females can be cousins because their mothers are siblings (four female dispersal
events), their mother and father are siblings (three female and one male dispersal events), or
because their fathers are siblings (two female and two male dispersal events).
To assess the relationship between the sex of the ancestors and geographic distance between
a pair of individuals of a given pedigree relationship, we conducted additional simulations of
first cousins in which we fixed the sexes for the two common ancestors (aunts or uncles) in
addition to the focal individuals (the cousins). As predicted, we found that the median geographic distance between two cousins strongly correlates with the number of female dispersal
events in the lineage (Spearman rank correlation: ρ = 0.8208, p = 0.0067). For example, the
median distance between two cousins depends on the number of female dispersal events in
their lineage, such that male cousins related through their fathers (median ± SE = 1,715 ± 130
m) are geographically closer than male cousins related through their mothers (2,474 ± 235 m).
Similar to our more general dispersal simulations (i.e., those with randomized ancestral
sexes), we found that the simulated distributions closely fitted the empirical patterns (S8 Fig,
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Fig 6. Dispersal simulations can reconstruct the observed distribution of geographic distances between related pairs. Simulated (gray
line) and observed (colored histograms) dispersal values for full-sibling, aunt/uncle-nibling, first cousin, and second cousin comparisons. Malemale comparisons are shown in blue, male-female comparisons in purple, and female-female comparisons in salmon. Median values for the
simulated (gray) and observed (colored) distributions are indicated by arrows above each plot. Simulated distributions that were significantly
different from the observed distribution using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test are marked with asterisks above the median arrows. See S7 Table
for full statistical results.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1006911.g006
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S8 Table). The observed distributions only differed from the simulated distributions in simulations with a male-female cousin pair related by their fathers (S8 Table; Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Test, p = 0.0005).
In nature, we know that dispersal movements are largely restricted to the bounded area that
is the study population. Because our natal dispersal curves include only within-population dispersal events, we do not think a violation of this assumption is problematic for simulations of
closely related pairs, which involve just a few dispersal events. To accurately simulate distances
between more distantly related pairs, we would need to consider the spatial extent of the population and not allow dispersal movements outside of population boundaries.

Simulations can reconstruct observed genetic structure
Malécot envisioned identity-by-descent as being due to the chain of ancestry running from
present day individuals back to their shared ancestors (“les chaı̂nes de parenté gamétique”; Fig
5B; [9, 47]). These ideas are the forerunner of modern coalescent theory [48, 49]. Malécot’s
interpretation of the relationship between identity-by-descent and geographic distance reflects
the fact that geographically close pairs of individuals are more likely to be closely related, i.e.,
trace back to a more recent common ancestor (coalesce), than geographically distant individuals [9].
To empirically demonstrate the underlying mechanisms behind Malécot’s model, we calculated the expected identity-by-descent values as a function of geographic distance for malemale, male-female, and female-female pairs using a spatially-explicit coalescent model. We
parameterized these simulations using the observed pedigree, dispersal curves, immigration
rate, and basic demographic information about the study system. Our simulations extended
Malécot’s framework to include immigration from other populations because previous work
has demonstrated a non-negligible rate of immigration into our study population [41]. For a
given pair of individuals, we traced the ancestry of their two alleles at each autosomal locus
backwards in time until the two lineages found a common ancestor or at least one of the lineages was a descendant of an immigrant into the population (Fig 5C). The probability that a
lineage in a given generation was brought into the population by an immigrant (M) is given by
the proportion of individuals who are immigrants. If one or both of our lineages traced back to
an immigrant, we assigned the pair of individuals the observed level of identity-by-descent
between immigrants. We kept track of the geographic location of each non-immigrant ancestor by sampling dispersal events from the natal dispersal curve. If our lineages are a distance dk
apart in generation k, the probability of our lineages finding a shared ancestor in the next generation back (k+1) is given by the proportion of pairs that are dk apart who are full-siblings,
half-siblings, or parent-offspring pairs (see S9 Fig). If the two lineages traced to one of these
relationships, we assigned them the expected level of identity-by-descent for that relationship.
We simulated expected identity-by-descent values for many pairs of individuals at a given distance bin.
We ran five different simulations to investigate how increasing the complexity of the model
improved our fit to the observed isolation-by-distance patterns in male-male, male-female,
and female-female pairs (S3 Text). We began with a model that used sex-averaged values for
all parameters. This model (M0) explained a large proportion of the variance in mean identityby-descent across geographic distance for male-female pairs (coefficient of determination R2 =
0.90), but not for male-male and female-female comparisons (R2 = 0.61 and -0.10, respectively;
Fig 7, S10 Fig, Table 1). We then tried to improve the fit of our model by incorporating sexspecific parameters. First, we simulated dispersal back in time in a sex-specific manner by sampling from the male or female dispersal curve. Because of the strongly female-biased dispersal
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Fig 7. Coalescent simulations can reconstruct isolation-by-distance patterns. Simulated (black crosses) and observed (colored circles
and line) autosomal isolation-by-distance patterns for male-male (blue), male-female (purple), and female-female comparisons (salmon). We ran
five different simulations using the observed pedigree, dispersal curves, and immigration rate. Results are shown for two models: the simplest
model with no sex-specific parameters (M0) on top and our final model with sex-specific parameters and isolation-by-distance in immigrants (M4)
on bottom. By increasing the biological realism of our models, we can recover the observed pattern of isolation-by-distance. The coefficient of
determination for the final model is 0.98 for male-male comparisons, 0.96 for male-female comparisons, and 0.78 for female-female
comparisons. See Table 1 and S10 Fig for full results.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1006911.g007

in Florida Scrub-Jays, the per-generation coalescent probability for females is greater at larger
distance bins, and immigrants are more likely to be female [39, 41]. By allowing sex-specific
dispersal (model M1), sex-specific coalescent parameters (model M2), and also sex-specific
immigration parameters (model M3), our models more closely reconstructed the observed
relationship between identity-by-descent and geographic distance (R2 = 0.88–0.90 for model
M3; S10 Fig, Table 1). The fully sex-specific model overestimated identity-by-descent at longer
distances for male-male pairs, which we hypothesized was a result of observed isolation-byTable 1. Coefficient of determination (R2) for different coalescent models for autosomal and Z-linked SNPs.
Model number

Model description

Autosomal

Z-linked

MM

MF

FF

MM

MF

FF

No sex-specific parameters

0.61 (0.60)

0.90 (0.88)

-0.10 (0.06)

0.46 (0.44)

0.65 (0.61)

0.16 (0.12)

M1

M0 + sex-specific dispersal

0.64 (0.64)

0.92 (0.91)

0 (0.10)

0.48 (0.47)

0.66 (0.64)

0.16 (0.10)

M2

M1 + sex-specific relatedness

0.86 (0.86)

0.90 (0.88)

0.84 (0.66)

0.68 (0.68)

0.66 (0.65)

0.16 (0.13)

M3

M2 + sex-specific immigration

0.88 (0.88)

0.90 (0.91)

0.88 (0.73)

0.61 (0.58)

0.63 (0.58)

0.22 (0.17)

M4

M3 + isolation-by-distance in immigrants

0.98 (0.94)

0.96 (0.97)

0.78 (0.63)

0.89 (0.85)

0.93 (0.91)

0.41 (0.37)

M0

Values listed are from models with parameter estimates from the full dataset. Mean values from five cross-validation runs are included in parentheses.
MM = male-male pairs, MF = male-female pairs, FF = female-female pairs. See S3 Text for more details.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1006911.t001
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distance in the immigrants. By extending our model to account for variation in relatedness
among immigrants with distance, our final pedigree-based simulations (model M4) recovered
the observed pattern of isolation-by-distance for both autosomal and Z-linked loci, with
slightly lower performance for female-female comparisons and for the Z chromosome (S11
Fig, Table 1). The fact that our simulations, which only span 10 generations, recovered the
observed decrease in genomic relatedness within 10 km suggests that limited dispersal can
generate isolation-by-distance over short timescales in this population.
A number of studies have compared direct estimates of dispersal obtained from field observations to indirect estimates of dispersal obtained by regressing pairwise genetic differentiation
on geographic distance [50–53]. Several of these studies found that direct and indirect estimates of dispersal are fairly concordant (off by no more than a factor of two; [19, 52–54]), yet
others find discrepancies between the two estimates [55, 56]. Additional empirical evaluations
of dispersal inference methods are necessary to better assess sensitivity to violations of the
model assumptions [17]. Although we have direct estimates of dispersal and observed patterns
of isolation-by-distance, the relatively high and temporally-variable rate of immigration into
our study population [41] make the regression method proposed by Rousset [50, 51] inappropriate, as it assumes equilibrium conditions and is sensitive to long-distance dispersal events
[17, 52]. Instead, we take advantage of detailed pedigree information to explicitly demonstrate
the mechanism by which limited dispersal can generate fine-scale isolation-by-distance over
contemporary timescales.

Future directions
Here we have used single-marker estimates of genome-wide identity-by-descent to study relatedness. Additional power to infer recent demography and dispersal history can be gained by
studying shared identity-by-descent blocks—linked segments of the genome that are shared
identical-by-descent between pairs of individuals [57–59]. A number of methods exist for
inferring identity-by-descent blocks from dense genotyping or sequencing data [60]. By tracing the spatial distribution of identity-by-descent blocks of varying lengths, we can uncover
how recent dispersal shapes the transmission of genomic segments across the landscape. Furthermore, we will assess how dispersal shapes patterns of genetic variation over larger spatial
scales by extending this approach to multiple populations spanning the entire range of this
species. This question has vital conservation implications, as for example, decreasing rates of
immigration are driving increased inbreeding depression within the population at Archbold
Biological Station [41].

Conclusion
Isolation-by-distance is a commonly observed pattern in nature. Despite its ubiquity and the
frequent use of isolation-by-distance patterns to indirectly estimate dispersal in diverse organisms, few studies to date have deconstructed the causes of isolation-by-distance. Here, we have
shown how limited dispersal can result in isolation-by-distance in the Florida Scrub-Jay. The
extremely short dispersal distances of this species allow us to detect a signal of isolation-by-distance within a single, small contiguous population over just a few generations. In systems with
longer dispersal distances, patterns of isolation-by-distance will likely only be observed over
larger spatial scales, and reflect relatedness over potentially much longer timescales. The
extensive dispersal, pedigree, and genomic data in this well-studied system provided a rare
opportunity to empirically unpack Malécot’s isolation-by-distance model [9]: we have
shown how limited dispersal leads to closely related individuals being located closer together
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geographically, which results in a pattern of decreased genetic relatedness with increased geographic distance.

Materials and methods
Study system: The Florida Scrub-Jay
The Florida Scrub-Jay is a cooperatively breeding bird endemic to Florida oak scrub habitat
[37, 38]. Individuals live in groups consisting of a breeding pair and non-breeding helpers
(often previous young of the breeding pair) within territories that are defended year-round. A
population of Florida Scrub-Jays at Archbold Biological Station (Venus, Florida, USA) has
been intensely monitored by two groups for decades: the northern half by Woolfenden, Fitzpatrick, Bowman, and colleagues since 1969 [37, 39] and the southern half by Mumme, Schoech,
and colleagues since 1989 [40, 61]. Standard population monitoring protocols in both studies
include individual banding of all adults and nestlings, mapping of territory size and location,
and surveys to determine group composition, breeding status/success, and individual territory
affiliation [37, 39]. Immigration into our study population is easily assessed because every individual is uniquely banded (so any unbanded individual is an immigrant). Blood samples for
DNA have been routinely obtained from all adults and day 11 nestlings through brachial venipuncture since 1999. This intense monitoring has generated a pedigree of 14 generations over
46 years. All activities followed protocols approved by the Cornell University Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC, 2010–0015), the University of Memphis IACUC
(0667), and the Archbold Biological Station IACUC (AUP-006-R). All work was permitted
by the U.S. Geological Survey (banding permits 07732, 23098), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (TE824723-8, TE-117769), and the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
(LSSC-10-00205).
Here, we measured dispersal distances of individuals banded as nestlings within Archbold
and that subsequently bred within Archbold between 1990 and 2013 (382 males and 290
females). We began our sampling in 1990 because the study site was expanded to its current
size by 1990; hence, dispersal measures before this year are systematically shorter (i.e., lack the
longer distances). Thus, we have a comprehensive measure of dispersal tendencies of individuals within Archbold over a 24-year period. We measured natal dispersal distance as the distance from the center of the natal territory to the center of the first breeding territory in meters
using ArcGIS Desktop v10.4 [62], independent of the age of first breeding (definition from
[63]).
As part of a previous study, 3,984 individuals have been genotyped at 15,416 genome-wide
SNPs using Illumina iSelect Beadchips [41]. Details of SNP discovery, identification of Zlinked SNPs, genotyping, and quality control can be found in [41]. Here, we focused on breeding adults in Archbold during the years 2003, 2008, and 2013 (n = 513), when almost all individuals present have been genotyped. Autosomal SNPs were pruned for linkage disequilibrium
using PLINK v1.07 [64]. We conducted analyses on both the entire set of SNPs and the dataset
pruned for linkage disequilibrium. We found qualitatively similar results, so we present only
the results from the pruned dataset here. Our final dataset included 7,843 autosomal and 277
non-pseudoautosomal Z-linked SNPs. All of the presented analyses were conducted on the
combined dataset across all three years. For any individuals present in multiple years, we randomly selected presence in a single year for inclusion in this combined analysis.

Relatedness measures
To determine genetic relatedness, we estimated the proportion of the genome shared identical-by-descent relative to the population frequency for all individual pairwise comparisons
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within and across years using the ‘genome’ option in PLINK v1.07 [64] for autosomal SNPs.
As PLINK does not calculate identity-by-descent for sex-linked markers, we used a custom R
script to estimate the proportion of the genome shared identical-by-descent for Z-linked SNPs
(S1 File). Identity-by-descent for Z-linked SNPs was calculated using a method-of-moments
approach using observed allele counts similar to that in [64]. Identity-by-descent values
reported by PLINK are constrained to biologically plausible values between 0 and 1 in a final
transformation step. To avoid introducing biases when comparing identity-by-descent estimates obtained from very different numbers of SNPs (on the Z chromosome versus the autosomes), we used untransformed autosomal and Z-linked identity-by-descent values for
comparisons between the autosomes and Z. All identity-by-descent calculations used allele frequencies from the sample of all individuals in the population through time. See S1 Text for further details and S1 File for the R code.
Additionally, we estimated relatedness of all individual pairwise comparisons using the pedigree. We calculated the coefficient of relationship by using the ‘kinship’ function within the
package kinship2 [65] in R v3.2.2 [66] and multiplied the values by two (to convert them from
kinship coefficients). The pedigree-based coefficient of relationship was calculated separately
for expectations under autosomal and Z-linked scenarios using the ‘chrtype’ option within the
‘kinship’ function. Because kinship2 assumes an XY system, we swapped the sex labels of our
individuals and swapped mothers and fathers in the pedigree to calculate the coefficient of
relationship for a ZW system. The autosomal coefficient of relationship r and proportion of
the genome shared identical-by-descent are highly correlated (S12 Fig; Pearson’s product
moment correlation: t = 688.85, p < 0.0001). Because genomic estimators of relatedness are
more precise than pedigree-based estimators [67], we only report results for genomic measures
of relatedness in the text (but see S13 and S14 Figs and S2 Table for analyses using pedigreebased measures of relatedness).

Isolation-by-distance in genetic and pedigree data
We used three approaches to test for isolation-by-distance patterns in our data. First, we conducted principal component analysis on the autosomal and Z-linked genomic data using custom Perl and R scripts. We conducted separate analyses on males only, females only, and all
individuals. We then compared the first two PC axes from each analysis with the UTM northing values of the territory centroids for each individual using Spearman rank correlations. To
ensure these patterns were not driven by differences in genetic diversity within the study site,
we estimated observed heterozygosity and inbreeding coefficients (FIII from [68]) from the
autosomal SNPs in PLINK. We compared individual heterozygosity and inbreeding coefficients with UTM northing and found no relationship (Pearson’s product-moment correlation,
t = 1.493, p = 0.136 for heterozygosity, t = -1.559, p = 0.120 for inbreeding coefficient).
Second, we conducted Mantel correlogram tests using the ‘mantel.correlog’ function in the
vegan package [69] in R v3.2.2 [66]. Mantel tests compare two distance matrices and test for
significance through permutation of the matrix elements [70, 71]. While Mantel tests are useful
for assessing linear relationships, they will not accurately represent the spatial structure found
in systems with exponential-like decreases in structure (i.e., strong spatial structure in the
short distance classes that decreases and stabilizes at larger distances). Mantel correlograms
are able to assess these more complex spatial structures by utilizing the traditional Mantel test
within distinct distance bins [43, 44]. Here, we use Mantel correlograms to compare a matrix
of individual pairwise comparisons of geographic distances to a matrix of pairwise comparisons of relatedness between individuals (either estimated from the genomic data or from the
pedigree, and for autosomes or the Z chromosome). We conducted separate analyses for
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comparisons between males only, females only, and all individuals. Note that we cannot conduct Mantel correlograms on male-female comparisons alone, as we cannot use unbalanced
matrices in this type of analysis. We limited our analyses to the following distance class bins to
ensure that enough comparisons fell within each: 250–750 m, 750–1250 m, 1250–1750 m,
1750–2250 m, 2250–2750 m, 2750–3250 m, 3250–3750 m, 3750–4250 m, 4250–4750 m, 4750–
5250 m. We did not include comparisons between breeders in the same territory or self-self
comparisons (distance < 250 m). We performed 10,000 permutations to obtain corrected pvalues.
Finally, we fitted a loess curve to the scatterplot of identity-by-descent and geographic distance between pairs of individuals. We tested for isolation-by-distance by determining whether
identity-by-descent at the smallest distance interval was larger than the overall mean. To measure the strength of isolation-by-distance, we estimated the distance where identity-by-descent
drops halfway to the mean from its maximum value, which we define as δ. To assess uncertainty in these estimates, we used a bootstrapping method in which we randomly resampled
pairs with replacement, fitted a loess curve, and estimated identity-by-descent at distance bin
0, mean identity-by-descent, and δ. We repeated this procedure 1,000 times to obtain 95%
bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap confidence intervals.

Dispersal simulations
We used simulations to determine whether we could generate the observed distribution of
geographic distances between related pairs using only the natal dispersal curve. For each of
several focal pairwise relationships (full-siblings, aunt/uncle-nibling, first cousins, and second
cousins), we simulated dispersal events starting at their common ancestral nest and then
recorded the resulting distance between the two focal individuals using a custom script in R
(Fig 5A, S2 File). We located the shared ancestral nest of the birds at (0, 0) in an unbounded
two-dimensional habitat. The number of dispersal events for a given focal pair ranged from
two (full-siblings) to six (second cousins). For each dispersal event, we randomly sampled a
dispersal angle (0–360˚) and a dispersal distance from the sex-specific dispersal distribution
(Fig 1A). The sexes of the final individuals in the focal pair were fixed (either male-male, malefemale, or female-female). In most cases, the sexes of ancestral individuals up to the common
ancestor were chosen randomly. To further assess the impact of sex-specific dispersal on the
distribution of geographic distances between pairs, we performed simulations for first cousins
with fixed sexes for the two focal individuals (the cousins) and the two common ancestors
(aunts or uncles). This resulted in nine possible simulations (with sex combinations of malemale, male-female, and female-female for both the focal pair and the common ancestors). We
performed these simulations 10,000 times for each focal pairwise relationship, calculating the
resulting distance between the two focal individuals each time. We determined the empirical
distances between individuals of different pedigree relationships and compared the observed
distributions to the simulated distributions using Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests and the medians
using Wilcoxon rank sum tests, both with Bonferroni corrections. Code for the dispersal simulations is included in S2 File.

Coalescent simulations
We generated the expected isolation-by-distance pattern for the autosomes and the Z chromosome given the observed dispersal curves and immigration rate using spatially-explicit pedigree-based simulations that are extensions of Malécot’s model of isolation-by-distance [9].
For each pair of individuals, we simulated their lineages backwards in time until we reached a
common ancestor or one or more of the lineages was a descendent of an immigrant into the
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population (Fig 5C). In each generation g, we first sampled a dispersal distance from the
empirical sex-specific dispersal curve (Fig 1A) and a dispersal angle (0–360˚) uniformly at random and calculated the geographic distance dg between the two individuals. Here, we assumed
that there is no genetic variation for dispersal distance, and sampled a dispersal distance for all
individuals of a given sex from the same distribution. After the first dispersal event, we randomly assigned sexes for all ancestors. We then calculated the probability that the two lineages
located at distances (d1, . . ., dg) did not coalesce (share a common ancestor) or have an immigrant ancestor in the previous g–1 generations and the probability that they either coalesce or
have an immigrant ancestor in generation g. Given the relatively small population size and
high immigration rate, we found that nearly all pairs either shared a common ancestor or had
an immigrant ancestor within 10 generations, and so we used g 10 (increasing this limit had
no effect on our results). Here we define the probability that two individuals share a common
ancestor in the preceding generation as the probability the pair is closely related (parent-offspring, full-siblings, or half-siblings). For a pair of individuals at distance d, we estimated the
probability they are parent-offspring (Pp(d)), full-siblings (Pf(d)), or half-siblings (Ph(d)) from
the observed pedigree and distances between these relative classes (S9 Fig). We calculated the
sex-specific probability an individual is an immigrant as the proportion of breeding male or
female individuals in a given year who were not born in Archbold (M = 0.197 for males and
0.345 for females). Using mean identity-by-descent values for immigrant-immigrant and
immigrant-resident pairs obtained from our data, we estimated the expected proportion of the
genome shared identical-by-descent for a given pair of individuals as follows:
"
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Where E(Zp), E(Zf), and E(Zh) are the expected identity-by-descent values for parent-offspring,
full-sibling, and half-sibling pairs, respectively (S9 Table). E(Zm), and E(Zr) are the sex-specific
empirical mean identity-by-descent values for immigrant-immigrant and immigrant-resident
pairs, respectively. Because we found a pattern of isolation-by-distance in immigrant-immigrant pairs, we used expected identity-by-descent values for immigrant-immigrant and immigrant-resident pairs conditional on distance. We binned distances into 15 quantiles and ran
1,000 simulations for each distance bin. To evaluate the fit of our model, we calculated the
coefficient of determination R2 for each type of comparison as follows:
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Where yi is the mean observed identity-by-descent value in distance bin i and Z^ i is the mean
simulated identity-by-descent value in distance bin i. Note that it is possible to obtain negative
values of R2 when the model performs so poorly that the mean of the data provides a better fit
than our model. We ran simulations using parameters estimated from the full dataset, and
then performed two-fold cross-validation to check for over-fitting. As results from both sets of
models were similar, we discuss results from the full dataset in the text. See S3 Text for the full
derivation of our model, S2 Text for additional details on the differences between the autosomal and Z-linked models, and S3 File for the R code.
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Supporting information
S1 Dataset. Dispersal data used in this study.
(TXT)
S2 Dataset. Genetic and pedigree relatedness data used in this study.
(TXT)
S1 File. R code for estimating identity-by-descent for Z-linked markers.
(R)
S2 File. R code for dispersal simulations.
(R)
S3 File. R code for coalescent simulations.
(R)
S1 Text. Identity-by-descent estimation for Z-linked markers.
(PDF)
S2 Text. Comparison of patterns on the autosomes and Z chromosome.
(PDF)
S3 Text. Derivation of coalescent model.
(PDF)
S1 Fig. Additional PCA results. Map of breeding territories (gray polygons) for a representative year (2008) within Archbold Biological Station with individual breeders colored by PC2
values.
(TIF)
S2 Fig. PC score versus UTM northing for autosomal SNPs. PC score for PCAs conducted
on the autosomal SNPs versus UTM northing of the territory centroid for all breeders, males
only, and females only. Significant comparisons are shown with a blue linear regression line.
See S1 Table for full results.
(TIF)
S3 Fig. PC score for Z-linked SNPs versus UTM northing. PC score for PCAs conducted on
the Z-linked SNPs versus UTM northing of the territory centroid for all breeders, males only,
and females only. Significant comparisons are shown with a blue linear regression line. See S1
Table for full results.
(TIF)
S4 Fig. Unbiased identity-by-descent in Z-linked SNPs versus geographic distance. Results
are shown for all possible (A) male-male, (B) male-female, and (C) female-female comparisons. Loess curves are shown in each panel. Isolation-by-distance patterns are significantly
stronger in male-male (A) comparisons than in either male-female (B) or female-female (C)
comparisons. Points are colored by specific pedigree relationship or grouped into a single
coefficient of relationship class. Gray points indicate no known pedigree relationship. Note
that the scale of the y-axis differs between panels. Pedigree relationship abbreviations:
PO = parent-offspring, FS = full-siblings, G1 = grandparent-grandchild, HS = half-siblings,
N1 = aunt/uncle-nibling, C1 = first cousins, DC1 = double first cousins. (“Nibling” is a gender-neutral term for niece and nephew).
(TIF)
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S5 Fig. Probability of coalescence and identity-by-descent for autosomal and Z-linked
SNPs. (A) The probability two randomly sampled alleles coalesce in the previous generation
for autosomal (black) and Z-linked (gray) markers at different distance bins estimated directly
from the population pedigree. The probability two Z-linked alleles coalesce in the previous
generation is higher than the probability two autosomal alleles coalesce only at short distances.
(B) Unbiased identity-by-descent for autosomal (black) and Z-linked (gray) SNPs versus geographic distance for all possible unique pairwise comparisons, separated into immigrantimmigrant and immigrant-resident pairs (solid line) versus resident-resident pairs (dotted
line). Pairs containing an immigrant have higher observed levels of identity-by-descent for Zlinked markers compared to autosomal markers. Here we use untransformed estimates of
identity-by-descent to avoid biases introduced by the different numbers of autosomal and Zlinked SNPs. Identity-by-descent values are binned across 10 distance quantiles and shown as
mean ± SE. See S2 Text for details.
(TIF)
S6 Fig. Coalescent simulations of autosomal and Z-linked models. Simulated (blue crosses)
and observed (circles and lines) isolation-by-distance patterns for autosomal (black) and Zlinked (gray) markers. Results are shown for three models: the full autosomal model (left), a
model with all Z parameters except for identity-by-descent values for immigrants (middle),
and the full Z model (right). Substituting in Z values for immigrant identity-by-descent greatly
improves the fit of the model, suggesting that the observed pattern of isolation-by-distance on
the Z is largely driven by immigration. Untransformed identity-by-descent values are binned
across 10 distance quantiles and shown as mean ± SE. See S2 and S3 Text for details.
(TIF)
S7 Fig. Influence of sex-biased dispersal on autosomal and Z-linked patterns. (A) Simulated
isolation-by-distance patterns for autosomal (black and blue) and Z-linked (gray and salmon)
markers under two different dispersal scenarios. Simulations with sex-biased dispersal are
shown as solid lines and simulations with equal dispersal between sexes are shown as dashed
lines. Female-biased dispersal slightly elevates predicted identity-by-descent at short distance
bins for both types of markers, with a larger effect for Z-linked markers. (B) Simulated isolation-by-distance patterns for four different models: the full autosomal model (black), a model
with Z parameters but autosomal coalescent probabilities (blue), a model with Z parameters
but autosomal coalescent probabilities divided by 0.75 to simulate the smaller effective population size of the Z (orange), and the full Z-linked model (gray). Both the smaller effective population size of the Z and sex-biased dispersal contribute to higher identity-by-descent for Zlinked markers compared to autosomal markers at short distances. We use autosomal identity-by-descent values for immigrants in all simulations here to generate predictions for autosomal and Z differences without immigration. See S2 Text for details.
(TIF)
S8 Fig. Results for first cousin dispersal simulations with fixed ancestral sexes. Simulated
(gray line) and observed (colored histograms) dispersal values for sex-specific first cousin dispersal simulations. Median values for the simulated (gray) and observed (colored) distributions are indicated by arrows above each plot. Simulated distributions that were significantly
different from the observed distribution using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test are marked with
asterisks above the median arrows.
(TIF)
S9 Fig. Proportion of pedigree relationship classes as a function of geographic distance.
Proportion of various pedigree relationship classes within 500 m distance bins for all unique
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individual comparisons with (A) including individuals unrelated in the pedigree (NA, gray
bars) and (B) excluding individuals unrelated in the pedigree. Colors indicate pedigree
relationship and match those in Fig 2 and S4 Fig. Pedigree relationship abbreviations:
PO = parent-offspring, FS = full-siblings, G1 = grandparent-grandchild, HS = half-siblings,
N1 = aunt/uncle-nibling, C1 = first cousins, DC1 = double first cousins. (“Nibling” is a gender-neutral term for niece and nephew).
(TIF)
S10 Fig. Coalescent simulation results for different autosomal models. Simulated (black
crosses) and observed (colored circles and line) identity-by-descent values are indicated for
male-male (blue), male-female (purple), and female-female comparisons (salmon). The coefficient of determination for each model can be found in Table 1. See S3 Text for details.
(TIF)
S11 Fig. Coalescent simulation results for different Z-linked models. Simulated (black
crosses) and observed (colored circles and line) identity-by-descent values are indicated for
male-male (blue), male-female (purple), and female-female comparisons (salmon). The coefficient of determination for each model can be found in Table 1. See S3 Text for details.
(TIF)
S12 Fig. Autosomal identity-by-descent and autosomal coefficient of relationship are
highly correlated. Black line indicates a 1:1 relationship, solid blue line shows the linear
regression of all of the data, and the dashed blue line shows the linear regression with r = 0 values removed.
(TIF)
S13 Fig. Coefficient of relationship of autosomal SNPs versus geographic distance. Results
are shown for all possible (A) male-male, (B) male-female, and (C) female-female comparisons. Loess curves are shown in each panel. Points are grouped by color into autosomal identity-by-descent classes. Gray points indicate no known pedigree relationship.
(TIF)
S14 Fig. Coefficient of relationship of Z-linked SNPs versus geographic distance. Results
are shown for all possible (A) male-male, (B) male-female, and (C) female-female comparisons. Loess curves are shown in each panel. Points are grouped by color into autosomal identity-by-descent classes. Gray points indicate no known pedigree relationship.
(TIF)
S1 Table. Correlations between PC axes and UTM northing. Spearman rank correlations
comparing the first two PC axes and the UTM northing value of the territory centroid. Each
cell contains the Spearman’s ρ value followed by the p-value in parentheses. Significant tests
are shown in bold.
(DOCX)
S2 Table. Mantel correlogram results. Mantel correlogram results for all unique individual
comparisons of all breeders, male breeders only, and female breeders only across all years.
Each cell contains the Mantel correlation coefficient followed by the corrected p-value in
parentheses. Significant tests are shown in bold.
(DOCX)
S3 Table. Counts of known relationship pairs in the pedigree. Counts of different known
relationship pairs in the full pedigree of the Archbold population of Florida Scrub-Jays. The
expected coefficient of relationship for each pair of relatives is also included. Note that the
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actual pedigree-based coefficient of relationship for a given pair may be higher than the
expected value due to inbreeding in the population. Pedigree relationship abbreviations:
PO = parent-offspring, FS = full-siblings, HS = half-siblings, G1 = grandparent-grandchild,
N1 = aunt/uncle-nibling, DC1 = double first cousins, C1 = first cousins, G2 = great-grandparent-great-grandchild, GN = great-aunt/uncle-grand-nibling, N2 = half-aunt/uncle-halfnibling, C0.5 = half-cousins, C1r1 = first cousins once removed, G3 = great-great-grandparent-great-great-grandchild, C2 = second cousins, C2r1 = second cousins once removed,
C3 = third cousins, C4 = fourth cousins.
(DOCX)
S4 Table. Distribution of distances between pairs of varying pedigree relationship. Wilcoxon rank sum test results comparing the distribution of distances between pairs in different
pedigree relationship classes. Sequential comparisons were performed between pairs with pedigree coefficient of relationship (r) and pairs with half that relationship (0.5r). Significant tests
are shown in bold.
(DOCX)
S5 Table. Distribution of distances between sex-specific pairs with a given pedigree relationship. Wilcoxon rank sum test results comparing the distribution of distances between all individuals within specific pedigree relationship classes (as shown in boxplots in Fig 3A). All
possible pairwise tests were conducted on distances between male-male, male-female, and
female-female comparisons. Significant tests are shown in bold. Pedigree relationship abbreviations: PO = parent-offspring, FS = full-siblings, G1 = grandparent-grandchild, N1 = aunt/unclenibling, C1 = first cousins, C2 = second cousins, C3 = third cousins, NA = no known pedigree
relationship. MM = male-male pairs, MF = male-female pairs, FF = female-female pairs.
(DOCX)
S6 Table. Isolation-by-distance in different subsets of the data. Tests of autosomal isolationby-distance (measured as the difference between identity-by-descent (IBD) at distance bin 0
and the overall mean IBD) and the strength of isolation-by-distance (measured by δ) for different subsets of the data. Mean values are listed with 95% CI in parentheses.
(DOCX)
S7 Table. Results from dispersal simulations for different related pairs. Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) and Wilcoxon rank sum (WRS) test results comparing simulated and observed distributions and medians, respectively, between individuals within specific pedigree relationship
classes (as shown in Fig 6). Each cell contains the test statistic followed by the p-value in parentheses with significance based on a Bonferroni-corrected threshold of p < 0.004. Significant
tests are shown in bold. Pedigree relationship abbreviations: FS = full-siblings, N1 = aunt/
uncle-nibling, C1 = first cousins, C2 = second cousins.
(DOCX)
S8 Table. Results from sex-specific first cousin dispersal simulations. Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(KS) and Wilcoxon rank sum (WRS) test results comparing simulated and observed distributions and medians, respectively, between sex-specific first cousin comparisons (as shown in S8
Fig). Each cell contains the test statistic followed by the p-value in parentheses with significance based on a Bonferroni-corrected threshold of p < 0.0055. Significant tests are shown in
bold. MM = male-male pairs, MF = male-female pairs, FF = female-female pairs.
(DOCX)
S9 Table. Expected autosomal and Z-linked identity-by-descent values used in the coalescent simulations. Expected identity-by-descent values are the coefficient of relationship for
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different pairs. For the expected Z-linked identity-by-descent of male-female parent-offspring
pairs, we averaged that of father-daughter and mother-son pairs. For the expected Z-linked
identity-by-descent of half-siblings, we averaged that of paternal half-siblings and maternal
half-siblings. See [72] for derivation. MM = male-male pairs, MF = male-female pairs,
FF = female-female pairs.
(DOCX)
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